
Summer 2021
Week Four Class Descriptions

Animal Alphabet- Get ready to take an animal art adventure from A to Z! Maybe we will visit
pachyderms, big cats, the ocean, or the treetops! Learn how to create amazing drawings and
paintings representing the beautiful world of WILD animals!

Animal Giants: There's something especially fascinating about big things, and kids seem to
have big curiosity about over-sized animals! From the giant tortoise to the hippopotamus, let's
make a gigantic impression on our friends and family as we draw and paint the world's largest
animals.

Cartoon Magic- Harry Potter and his friends at Hogwarts are just one of the many magical
subjects for this cartooning class. Bring your favorite magical ideas to life!

Cartoon Studio : Take your cartooning to the next level with these advanced techniques in line
work, values, cartooning from photos, and lettering. Have fun creating and learning as we
explore Caricatures and capturing "likeness", Manga, Imaginary Creatures and more. Caricature
students may work from their own photos. All materials (except for sketchbooks) are included.

Clay Birdhouses: This whimsical house for the birds will provide hours of fun and creativity for
the student; and for the birds it will provide a fine home with artistic flair and style! You will learn
how to create a birdhouse by using coils and slabs. Finished pieces will be painted with
underglaze and kiln fired.

Clay Texture Plaque: A decorative plaque can enhance any wall. Personalize with words and
textures. You will learn how to create a plaque and then press ornate textures into the clay
surface. Finished pieces will be painted with underglaze and kiln fired.

Endangered Animals: Feathers, fins, and fur are the details of realistic animals rendered with
pencil, chalk pastel, acrylic and/or watercolor in this self-directed course with instructor
guidance. Pick your favorite endangered animal to immortalize and bring awareness through
your art.

Fantastic Forest Art: Tall trees, elaborate leaves, critters tucked in quiet dens, noble animals
standing proud, let's journey into the forest and draw and paint peaceful scenes from the great
outdoors.

Forest Bright, Forest Night - Draw and paint daytime animals in the bright sunny sky and
nocturnal animals in the deep dark night.

Minecraft Cartooning- Use your creativity to create fun comic-style art using your favorite
Minecraft character and scenes. Create a comic page or scene featuring your choice of
characters, as you learn techniques in drawing, inking, and lettering. All materials included.



Painting Experiments: Why not? Have fun experimenting with different paints and effects. In
this class we will use a variety of media to explore the idea of using colors and media where we
least expect it. It will be fun, colorful and the results will be, well...unexpected.

Painting Zoo: Meet a variety of animals and learn to mix colors and layer hues to create
amazing animal paintings in acrylic, watercolor and tempera.

Pop Art- Using works from Andy Warhol, Pablo Picasso (and others) as our inspiration we will
create our own works of art using brush and ink, and a variety of painting mediums. These
abstract and pop art works will be filled with bold images and colors!

Reef Life- Under the sea from A to Z, we’ll study a different ocean animal in every class! From
tiny sea horses to giant whales, learn about marine life as we use pencils and paints and
mixed-media to create artistic masterpieces of our earth’s underwater wonderland.

Silk Painting: Flowing and beautiful…it’s hard to imagine that a little worm gave us this most
amazing fabric to paint upon. Brilliant colors and super fun!!! Learn about the silk worm while
painting and designing your very own silk creations to actually wear!!!

Star Wars Cartooning- Create fun comics and comic-style art based on your favorite Star Wars
characters. Create a comic page or scene featuring your choice of characters, as you learn
techniques in drawing, inking, and lettering. All materials included.

Stripes of All Types- From ring-tailed lemurs to zany zebras, the world is full of stripes.
Designers embrace nature's stripes and we’ll learn from nature as we draw and paint stripes of
all types.


